ADLER Lodge ALPE
A luxury mountain refuge with cosy lodges in Alpe di Siusi
‘Italy’s most exclusive ski resort’ – CNN Travel

Set in the heart of the Alpe di Siusi, a UNESCO World Heritage site,
ADLER Lodge ALPE has 18 suites in its main building and 12 private
wooden chalets scattered around the ski in-ski out resort.
In the main reception area stands a 40-foot-high totem, the creation
of famous wood sculptor Adolf Vallaza.
Access by car to the majestic Alpe di Siusi is restricted and the best
option to reach the property is to take the cable car from Ortisei, the village below.
The luxurious rooms and cosy luxury mountain huts are perfectly placed for exploration of the Alpe di
Siusi’s network of hiking and skiing trails. There, each season is unforgettable. Winter brings worldfamous ski runs and beautiful cross-country ski trails. Spring sees the meadows covered in wild flowers,
orchids, crocuses and edelweiss. The lush, green summer is marked by soft breezes and sunshine and
autumn has the alpenglow (‘enrosadira’ in Ladin), a unique phenomenon just before sunset when the
mountain walls begin to glow with a gorgeous mix of orange, red and violet hues. This lasts for a few
minutes during which both guests and staff pause and enjoy together the magical setting.
There is a range of activities available at ADLER Lodge ALPE including yoga, horse-drawn carriage
rides, snowshoeing, mountain biking and swimming in the heated indoor - outdoor infinity pool. Treated
with therapeutic Dead Sea salt, the pool resembles a mountain lake, especially early in the morning as
the mist rises in the crisp clean air.
The spa is in the loft of the main building and hosts a hay sauna and a fitness centre with large
panoramic windows revealing the rolling meadows and sharp Dolomites peaks. Staff are available to
advise guests on the best treatments for their needs – from facials, peels and massages to body wraps
and wooden tub baths. The relaxation room has a glass ceiling allowing guests light and noise pollutionfree to stargaze in a warm and luxurious environment.
The chef at ADLER Lodge ALPE is Denny Mair who is defined by a style that is both creative and
authentic. He focusses on quality products from South Tyrol, directly sourced from local farmers, and
his goal is to create something special with every day ingredients.
The use of local ingredients supports local farmers and producers and reduces carbon emissions by
avoiding delivery miles. The resort serves mountain fresh water (still and sparkling) to reduce the use
of plastic bottles.
ADLER Lodge ALPE is an eco-friendly hotel that complies with the Klimahaus Nature standards which
includes strict requirements and criteria for responsible energy consumption, the use of sustainable
construction materials and an architectural design in harmony with the surrounded landscape.
For more information, visit www.adler-resorts.com

